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Special Guest: 
Dr. Dana Franzen – Veterinary Intern 
 

 

Tuesday, June 28, 2016 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay, I think we're ready. Welcome, Dr. Dana! 
 

 
Comment From Jakermo  
Well, I know there are some Caring Groups aka Diva Schemers that want to treat WCV Staff and Offer a Sincere Farewell to our Dr 
Dana, Dr Helen and that very special Vet Tech Amy! I'm sure many of you want to add your thanks and well wishes! Big Hugs go with 
all you Girls! 

 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine - U.P.,WA  
HI Dr Dana - thank you for coming in on your day off. 

 
Comment From ThumNail  
Hi Dr. Dana... 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Thanks so much for everything you have done to make WCV a better place Dr Dana! Take good care and let us know how you are 
doing! 

 
dfranzen:  
Hi everyone, thanks for stopping by today! I am going to start with some of the questions and work my way up 
 

 
Comment From BarbG  
welcome Dr Dana 

 
Comment From Sweetpea  
Hello Dr Dana. So glad you are on chat ;) 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We have a few questions that have come through with Dr. Dana -- so we will roll along with those. We will probably keep it 
short today, since ... lunch!! :) 

 
Comment From Izzy/Carrie  
I can't be on for the Dr. Dana visit so I hope that this comment is alright to post now. Thank you Dr. Dana for being a genuine 
superhero you have gone to such lengths for all patients great and small, and I know that you will be so missed! Please keep us 
updated on your adventures, and know that like many before you that you will always be cherished as in inspiration to both heart 
and spirit. 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Hello Dr. Dana!! Thank you for everything you have done at WCV!! 
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Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
Dr. Dana is my hero. 

 

Comment From caleb (๏̯͡͡๏)  
FOR DR. DANA: Our special needs kids are so grateful for all you have done whilst at WCV. They would LOVE to know which surgical 
instruments/medical equipment you thought most helped you in your treatments of wildlife at WCV, and why you thought them 
valuable. HUGS to you in your future endeavours! 

 

dfranzen:  
We use so many different equipment working in a wildlife center, much of it is the same equipment that is used in small animal 
veterinary medicine and human medicine. One unexpected item I find myself using a lot is cotton tipped applications (q-tips). I use 
them for eye treatments, wound cleaning and evaluation, and even to help me place bars on turtle shells! 
 

Congowings:  
I wish you the best in the future, Dr. Dana. It has been great having you at the Center. Good luck to you! 
 

 
Comment From Jakermo   
I say we lock her in while she is here for lunch and kidnap her!!!! 

 
Comment From CK in Pa   
Welcome Dr Dana. Thanks for all you have done @ WCV. 

 
Comment From Anne in NoVa   
Whew, i checked in just in time! was afraid I'd miss Dr Dana and the surprise lunch. Yummy! looks good! 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
Hi Dr Dana! Thank you for all that you have done to help the Wildlife while here at WCV. Best of luck on your next adventure! 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hey, that's from the library! 
 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Yeah, good idea Jakermo!:) 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   
Oh I cannot believe I got here late! I want to wish you ll the best Dr. Dana. I will scroll back. I certainly hope ALL the staff feel 
honored and appreciated by it! 

 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   
Drat, I have an appointment at 11:30 on June 28. Please tell Dr. Dana that I wish her all the best as she heads to The Raptor Center 
and many thanks for the fine job she has done at WCV. I would like to know if she would consider applying for WCV's fellowship 
when she finishes her program at TRC, And if she will tell, how did she get shot with a paint ball during a yearling escape? Thanks. I 
will most definitely be scrolling back. 
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dfranzen:  
The WCV fellowship and internship program is changing a little. There will still be the one year internship program, which is what I 
have completing. Dr. Ernesto is doing a one year internship, and then is transitioning into a three year residency program.  
 
At the Raptor Center of MN I will be completing a masters degree (possibly transitioning into a PhD, we will see), and will be doing a 
three year clinical residency in avian medicine. After my residency I will sit for a board specialty, either preventative medicine or 
avian medicine. After that I am hoping to find a more permanent job so we can finally settle down. 
 
I had forgotten about the paintball incident! Kendra and I were trying to herd green tag back into the enclosure, and red and yellow 
tag were being brazen with the open door like they wanted to come out. So Kendra turned around to deter them with the paint balls 
and accidentally hit the trigger and hit my leg! It didn't even hurt, it was just really funny 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
Ooops, not sure if my ques for Dr. Dana went through so here it is again - which patient (or types of patients) do you think you've 
learned the most from, in terms of treatment skills? I wouldn't even think to ask if you had a favorite - that must be too difficult. :) 

 

dfranzen:  
Hmm... this question is hard. I have learned a lot from the raptor patients because I have never worked with them before coming 
here. I learned a lot about their eyes, and I learned A LOT about orthopedic surgery. But every new patient we get in has something 
to teach me and the vet students we work with. 
 

 

Comment From Seahawk Nadine - U.P.,WA   
**Dr Dana - Thank you for letting us watch you on Critter Cam while you gave treatments to the patients. It is wonderful to watch 
the healing processes that you go through to help save lives. Thank you. What is the most challenging case you had while at WCV? 
All the best to you in your future plans. 
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dfranzen:  
Some of the most challenging cases were the emaciated yearling bears. It is challenging to try to medically manage their re-feeding 
protocol when ideally you would have them on intravenous (IV) fluids and be running blood work every day. As soon as these bears 
start feeling a little better none of that monitoring is an option! Dr. Helen and I were able to full a few of these bears through, which 
was very rewarding. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Lol on the paintball shot!:) 

 
Comment From katiesmom   
Dr. Dana, thank you again for your commitment to the critters during the great snow this past winter! 

 
Comment From Texas Gal   

Thanks Dr. Dana for being here today! Best wishes to you! You will be missed! Enjoy lunch and all the goodies! ♥ 
 

 

 

Comment From Sweetpea   
Wishing you all the best Dr Dana in the next chapter of your journey. What was your favorite critter while working at the WCV?? 
 

dfranzen:  
I have really fallen in love with the black bears!! I love their personalities, how different they are as individuals, and they are such 
beautiful animals. They also offer a whole different set of medical challenges since they are large carnivores that are more difficult to 
manage. I am going to miss them a lot. 
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Comment From Lydia PA ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   
LOL I meant hope ALL feel honored and appreciated by the lunch. I do think that I phrased that comment very well (oh and you too 
of course Dr. Dana). The Divas and Divos love to plan surprizes. 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Wow, that was a lot of snow! 
 

 

 

Comment From Cathy   
Thank you Dr. Dana for your service and compassion. I'm guessing feeding one of the cubbies their bottle had to be a highlight! 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Beautiful picture with the bear! 

 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   
Loved your answer about the black bears. You can really see their different personalities come through on the cams as well. 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
What has been your most challenging case at WCV? 

 

dfranzen:  
There have been several challenging cases and situations. One patient that comes to mind, with a good story/happy ending, is bald 
eagle 15-2015. This girl is one of my favorite patients this year. She came in with a toxicity and nearly died because of it. After we 
pulled her through that, we discovered a fish hook in her ventriculus (stomach). Dr. Helen and I took her to surgery to remove it, and 
then the lights went out!!!! So we were trying to find the stomach and remove the hook in a deep dark hole underneath the keel 
with no lights! She made an amazing recovery and it was such a privilege to be able to release her. Amanda has been great keeping 
me in the loop what she has been up to with her GPS backpack :) 
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Comment From Carol in Colorado   
Thank you Dr.Dana for all you have done for the critters. I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. You will be missed. 

 
Comment From Sweetpea   

Of course Dr Dana. What's not to llove about DaBears. ❤️ 
 

Comment From Dave in Missouri   
God bless you in your travels Dr Dana, have a great lunch and thank you awesome CN people for all you do!:) 

 
Comment From Linda K   
I can't stay but wanted to jump in and wish Dr. Dana the very best as she starts a new adventure. Thank you for your dedication to 
WCV, the critters and all of us. 

 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   
Oh gosh! That is quite a story....trying to do surgery with the lights out! 

 
Comment From Izzy/Carrie   
I got a chance to pop my head in, so I have to ask the traditional question ;) How was it working with and getting to know Amanda! 

 

dfranzen:  
Amanda has probably been my favorite office mate to date! We had a lot of fun chatting and getting to know each other this year. 
She is also good for a laugh. I think she is going to miss me... I was pretty regular about cleaning our office, I even vacuumed her half 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We even had fun in the clinic! 
 

 
Comment From Lona   
Fair Winds and Following Seas, Dr. Dana! 

 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Yeah, the lights out surgery was really cool! 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay gang, those are the questions ... thank you! And I think it's time for us to break for LUNCH!! 
 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We want Dr. Dana to get first dibs, after all ... 
 

 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   
I can see why Dr. Dana is Randy's here. Says she has the toughest cases and unusual patients or circumstances. Poor Randy--his hero 
is going away 

 
Comment From rejoyce   
Enjoy your goodies!! 
 
Comment From Texas Gal   

Ya'll enjoy =) Thanks again Dr. Dana ♥ 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Thanks AA! 
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Comment From BarbG   
Good luck Dr Dana and hope you have a great lunch 
 
Comment From Izzy/Carrie   
Thanks for everything Dr. Dana go enjoy lunch :) one thing we know about WCV is food doesn't last long! 

 
dfranzen:  
Thank you all for your support over the year and the well wishes! The support community behind the wildlife center of VA is 
definitely unique and special. 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Thanks, all 
 

 
 
 
 

 


